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3D Virtual Haptic Cone for Intuitive Vehicle Motion Control 

B. Horan, Z. Najdovski, S. Nahavandi and E. Tunstel 1 

Intelligent Systems Research Lab, Deakin University, Australia 

1Applied Physics Laboratory, John Hopkins University, USA 

ABSTRACT 

Haptic human-machine interfaces and interaction techniques have 
been shown to offer advantages over conventional approaches. 
This work introduces the 3D virtual haptic cone with the aim of 
improving human remote control of a vehicle's motion. The 3D 
cone introduccs a third dimension to the haptic control surface 
over existing approaches. This approach improves upon existing 
methods by providing the human operator with an intuitive 
method for issuing vehicle motion commands whilst 
simultaneously receiving real-time haptic information from the 
remote system. The presented approach offers potential across 
many applications, and as a case study, this work considers the 
approach in the context of mobile robot motion control. The 
performance of the approach in providing the operator with 
improved motion controllability is evaluated and the performance 
improvement determined. 

KEYWORDS: Haptic motion control, haptic mobile robot control, 

bilateral haptic robot control. 

INDEX TERMS: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Haptic I/O; 1.2.9 
[Robotics]: Operator interfaces 

INTRODUCTION 

Haptic technology provides the ability for a system to recreate the 
sense of touch to a human operator, and as such offers wide 
reaching advantages. The ability to interact with the human's 
tactual modality introduces the haptic human-machine interaction 
to replace or augment existing mediums such as visual and 
audible information. A distinct advantage of haptic human
machine interaction is the intrinsic bilateral nature, where 
information can be communicated in both directions 
simultaneously. This paper investigates the bilateral nature of the 
haptic interface in controlling the motion of a remote (or virtual) 
vehicle and presents the ability to provide an additional dimension 
of haptic information to the user over existing approaches [1-4]. 
The 3D virtual haptic cone offers the ability to not only provide 
the user with relevant haptic augmentation pertaining to the task at 
hand, as do existing approaches, however, to also simultaneously 
provide an intuitive indication of the current velocities being 
commanded. 

Teleoperated (or remotely controlled) mobile robots are used in 
many important applications such as hazardous materials handling 
[5], urban search and rescue (USAR) [6] and explosive ordnance 
handling and disposal [7], where the telTain may be harsh, the 
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particular task not known a priori and successful execution is 
critical. As such, fully autonomous systems are not likely to 
provide a feasible solution. The utilisation of the human-in-the
loop philosophy to the control of mobile robots in such tasks 
provides the valuable ability to exercise human-level cognitive 
capabilities in real-time during execution of the particular task. 
Despite the apparent advantages of human-in-the-Ioop control in 
critical scenarios, the need to physically displace the operator 
from hazardous environments presents a challenge in achieving 
adequate telepresence or immersion within the robot's operating 
environment. Telepresence refers to the degree to which the 
teleoperator feels physically present in the remote environment 
and, as such, becomes an important consideration when 
controlling any robotic system remotely. Given limitations in 
communication bandwidth and consideration of operator loading, 
the teleoperator is generally provided with a single 2-D camera 
view of the remote environment [2-4, 10-12]. While some 
research focuses on improving telepresence through improved 
visual information [8], other work suggests that telepresence can 
be increased through inclusion of haptic human-robotic 
interaction [1-3, 9]. Haptic interaction techniques offer the ability 
for the operator to interact bilaterally with the system using their 
tactual sensory modality. Given this bilateral capability, that is to 
send and receive haptic information simultaneously, the 
applicability of the haptic approach to improving telepresence and 
immersion has become the subject of an increasing research focus. 
In the context of teleoperated mobile robotics, haptic technology 
has the potential to improve operator performance subject to 
limited visual information, from the onboard camera, of the 
remote environment. 

While total robot autonomy may not be a feasible solution in 
diverse, unstructured environments such as those found in 
hazardous materials handling, USAR, and explosive ordnance 
handling and disposal, the robot's intelligence is still of 
importance and should not be neglected. The robot's 
computational intelligence can offer advantages over human 
intelligence in various tasks including numerical computation, 
sensing and measurement. 

Environment 

Action 

Figure 1. Semi-autonomous control approach to teleoperation 

Given the desire to keep the human operator in control of the 
robot due to their superior cognitive and reasoning capabilities, as 
well as the inherent value in the robot's computational 
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intelligence, the absolute operator control approach to 
teleoperation of the mobile robot is presented. The absolute 
operator control to teleoperation provides the human with ultimate 
control of the robot's actions, however the operator still receives 
information regarding what the robot perceives to be a suitable 
action. This arrangement is facilitated through the bilateral haptic 
control arrangement presented in this paper. 

As a basis for comparison, in the context of haptic 
teleoperation, the semi-autonomous approach to teleoperation is 
presented by Figure 1. In this alTangement, while the operator 
does control the actions of the robot, the robot has the capability 
to directly control its own action independent of operator control. 
Even though the operator recei ves haptic information regarding 
the robot's desired action, the operator does not have complete 
control, which is likely to result in a conflict of control where the 
operator directs an action and the robot performs a different 
action. The semiautonomous approach to teleoperated robotic 
systems provides the ability for a robot to utilise a shared human
robotic autonomy for any particular task. 

Environment 

Action 

Figure 2. Absolute operator control approach to teleoperation 

The absolute operator control approach to teleoperation is 
presented in Figure 2, and overcomes this conflict of control. The 
operator has ultimate control of the robotic system, whilst still 
receiving haptic information regarding the robot's desired action. 
This is facilitated though bilateral single point haptic interaction at 
the same point in haptic space. This work utilises a single point 
manipulator style haptic device [15]. Depicted graphically by 
Figure 3, the operator and haptic device both apply forces to the 
common point in haptic space. The resulting motion or 
displacement of the single point of haptic interaction then 
cOJ1'esponds to an action in the robot space, and to haptic 
suggestions in haptic space. 

Human-Robot 
Interaction 

Robot Motion 
Commands 

Single-point Haptic 
Interaction 

Operator Force I Haptic Force 

Robot IAction 

HAPTIC 
SPACE 

ROBOT 
SPACE 

Figure 3. Bilateral single-point haptic human-robotic interaction 

The 3D haptic interaction environment is configured in such a 
way that the human operator can easily overpower the maximum 
displayed haptic force and, as such, results in the operator having 
ultimate control of the robot's actions. This simultaneous human
robotic interaction facilitates a teleoperative control approach 
whereby the robot can provide important haptic information 

regarding its suggested course of action, while the operator is 
exercising their own judgement and in ultimate control. The 
robot's intelligence is utilised to provide the operator with 'Haptic 
Suggestions' or 'Haptic Augmentation' specific to the task at 
hand. The above presented control approach, in conjunction with 
the implemented haptic intelface, ensures that no conflict of 
control can exist and that the teleoperator remains in ultimate 
control of the robotic system. 

The work by [2,9] discusses the use of haptic technology for the 
purpose of improving teleoperator performance through 
application-specific haptic task augmentation. Application
specific augmentation is an extremely valuable contribution to 
improving operator performance in a particular task. This work, 
however, concentrates on the development of a generic approach 
to improving 3D haptic motion control, whilst remaining able to 
operate with any such haptic augmentation. 

2 RELATED WORK 

Haptically controlled mobile robotics has been discussed by 
several researchers in recent years [1-4, 9-12]. Our previous work 
[4] discusses the two main components in the haptic control of a 
mobile robot. The first component is responsible for the kinematic 
mapping between the haptic device and mobile robot so that the 
teleoperator has a method by which to control the motion of the 
robot. It is this component which is the major focus of this work. 
The second component is the relevant methodology for providing 
appropriate haptic augmentation to assist the operator in the 
performance of a particular task. These two components are 
integral to the haptic control of a mobile robot and occur 
simultaneously on the same point in haptic space (Figure 3). As 
such, this necessitates that these components are not considered in 
isolation. 

Figure 4. Main components of the haptic teleoperation 

Figure 4 graphically depicts these two components. The haptic 
motion control strategy and the haptic augmentation must be 
designed such that operation of one cannot impede operation of 
the other. This design constraint is also faced by [2-3], where the 
task-relevant haptic augmentation cannot diminish the 
teleoperator's motion control process and similarly, motion 
control cannot adversely affect the augmentation process. Given 
this consideration, this work focuses on the development and 
evaluation of an improved 3-D haptic motion control strategy, 
designed in such a way to work synergistically with existing 
augmentation methodologies [2-3,9-10], ultimately providing the 
teieoperator with an additional dimension of haptic information. 
The existing works by [1-3, 9] present 2-D approaches to the 
kinematic mapping between the dexterous haptic device and the 
motion of the mobile robot. 

In the work presented by [1-3, 9], motion control is achieved 
through 2-D kinematic mapping of the displacements of the haptic 
device across a horizontal plane, (X, Y), to linear and angular 
velocities of the robot. Haptic augmentation acts across this 
planar surface providing task relevant haptic information to the 
teleoperator. Therefore, under normal conditions, that is, in the 
absence of haptic augmentation, the haptic device moves freely 
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across thc 2D plane providing motion control inputs from the 
operator to the robot. The limitation of the 2-D approach is that 
given a robot velocity (dictated by an X, Y displacement of the 
haptic probe), it may prove difficult for the operator to return the 
robot to a zero motion state, being an X,Y position of (0,0). Even 
if the teleoperator were to have a mechanical aid to return the 
haptic device to a zero motion command state, such as a spring 
type system, this would interfere with the haptic augmentation 
provided to the user. In such an arrangement, a pertinent question 
to ask would be: how can the user infer if it is the haptic 
augmentation or mechanical aid indicating for them to move the 
haptic device in a celtain direction? 

Given a 2-D approach, in order for the teleoperator to perform a 
zero motion command to the robot, the teleoperator must rely on 
their visual sense to infer the motion being commanded to the 
mobile robot. This may impede the teleoperator's ability to 
concentrate on other aspects of the task at hand. It becomes 
apparent that this may prove contradictory since the primary 
reason for introducing the haptic component is to utilise the 
teleoperator's tactual sensory modality, however the operator is 
relying heavily on his/her visual sense in order to achieve such 
motion commands. 

As discussed earlier, the two components of the haptic 
teleoperation are required to operate without impeding one 
another. As such, when considered independently, the haptic cone 
motion control capability is required to allow free motion whilst 
being constrained to the control surface. This then provides the 
capability for the task relevant augmentation to act across this 
surface and as such, to be easily interpreted by the teleoperator. 

3 3D HAPTIC CONE CONTROL METHODOLOGY 

As discussed above, the haptic capabilities of the presented 
approach to the teleoperation of a mobile robot comprise two 
distinct but complimentary components to achieving improved 
teleoperative performance. The component addressed in this paper 
is the haptic motion control strategy. This component facilitates 
the kinematic mapping between the manipulator-style haptic 
interface (bottom right of Figure 5) and the mobile robot [4,10]. 
The haptic cone control surface was developed to provide the 
operator with the ability to intuitively control the motion of the 
robot. Unlike a 2-D approach to controlling the motion of the 
mobile robot, the operator's movement of the single point in 
haptic space is constrained to a 3-D conical surface. 

This approach exploits the haptic attributes of the system in 
utilising a vertical (Z) displacement for any commanded 
velocities. As such, any haptic interface capable of providing 
grounded force feedback and an adequate 3-D workspace can be 
utilised. 

Figure 5. Haptically enabled operator control station 

This approach also provides the teleoperator with the ability to 
achieve the zero velocity position, dictated by (0,0,0), independent 
of visual infonnation. Importantly, using the 3D virtual haptic 
cone control surface, the user can infer the current velocities being 
commanded to the robot, while still having unimpeded motion 
constrained to the cone surface. This is an essential requirement, 
as it provides the ability for task-relevant haptic augmentation to 
be introduced. This haptic augmentation acts across the surface 
without impeding in the motion control process. Furthermore, it is 
suggested that an experienced user would be able to use the 
current vertical displacement for any point on the conical surface 
as an intuitive indication of the current velocity commanded to the 
robot. Figure 5, depicts the prototype haptic operator control 
station. 

The second haptic contribution to the discussed haptic 
teleoperation system is the task-relevant haptic augmentation 
provided to the teleoperator. This application-specific haptic 
augmentation acquires the relevant data and employs an 
appropriate augmentation methodology to assist the operator with 
the task at hand. The particular haptic augmentation is only 
considered in respects to the requirement for simultaneous 
operation with 3D virtual haptic cone motion control. Particular 
implementations of the haptic augmentation component can be 
found in [2-4, 9-11]. 

The haptic cone control surface represents a 3-D approach to 
the kinematic mapping between the teleoperator's manipulation of 
the haptic device and the motion control of the mobile robot. 
Figure 12, shows the OzBot MkVI tracked mobile platform [10-
12] in the Webots [13] simulation environment. In order to 
achieve the desired robot motion for given command velocities, a 
suitable kinematic model is required. The kinematic model for an 
articulated track mobile robot presented in the work by [14] is 
utilised. 

The kinematic model for an articulated track mobile robot in a 
world co-ordinate system is given by 

x = !... [UJo (1- io) + UJi (1- ii )][cos ¢(t)] (1) 
2 

¢ = r[UJo - mj (2) 

B 

¢ = r[UJi (1- iJ- UJo (1- io )] (3) 

B 

where r is the track pulley radius, roo and roj are the angular 
velocities of the inner and outer track pulleys respectively, io and 
i j are coefficients of slip of the inner and outer tracks respectively, 
B is the distance between tracks, ¢ represents the differenc.e 
between the inner and outer track velocities and X and ¢ 
conespond to the linear (v) and angular (co) velocities of the robot 
respectively. 

The velocities of each track are then given by 

UJ = o 
2v-mB 

2r 
(4) 

where co is the angular velocity of the robot and v is the linear 
velocity of the robot. 

Given the assumption that the human operator is an adequate 
compensator, the coefficients of slip io and ij were set as 0. The 
kinematic parameters of the OzBot Mk VI platform are presented 
in Table I. 
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Parameter Value 

I' (pulley radius) 0.15m 

(Oi(inner track pulley) Max ± 4.9 (rad/s) 

(00 (outer track pulley) Max ± 4.9 (rad/s) 

ii (inner slip coeffficient) 0.00 

io (outer slip coeffficient) 0.00 

Table 1. OzBot MkVI Kinematic parameters 

The haptic control strategy is the interaction technique that 
governs the way the operator interacts with the haptic interface in 
order to provide motion control to the particular system. 

As discussed above, this research focuses on the absolute 
human control approach to teleoperation. In this implementation, 
the vehicle's onboard autonomy is responsible for providing 
intelligent haptic cues to the teieoperator rather than direct 
intervention in the motion control process. In the work presented 
by [2,3], motion control is achieved by the 2D kinematic mapping 
of X, Y displacements of the haptic device across a horizontal 
plane to corresponding linear and angular velocities of the robot. 
Such an approach can be depicted by Figure 6a. 

The limitation of the 2-D approach is that given a robot velocity 
(dictated by an X, Y displacement of the haptic probe), it may 
prove difficult for the operator to return the robot to a zero motion 
state, being an X,Y position of 0,0. The 3D virtual haptic cone 
control surface introduces a third dimension to the kinematic 
mapping between the grounded haptic display and the mobile 
robot. 

X 
-Max 00 

Linear 
Velocity, V 
y MaxV 

-MaxV 

Angular 

Velocity,oo 
Max 00 

a) 2-D kinematic mapping [2,3] 
Height, 

Z 

y 

0,0,0 

Linear 
Velocity, V 

Angular 

Velocity, 00 

b) 3-D HaptiC cone control surface 

Figure 6. Different approaches to kinematic mapping 

As the operator moves the probe of the haptic device across the 
virtually rendered surface, the robot is commanded with 

corresponding linear (V) and angular (00) velocities. Functionally 
they are similar, in that the X and Y displacements of the haptic 
probe co\l'espond to linear and angular velocities of the robot. The 
cone strategy, however, provides a Z displacement for any 
allowed X and Y position, serving as an intuitive indication of the 
current commanded velocity. The haptic cone control strategy is 
presented above in Figure 6b. 

The 3D virtual haptic cone control surface is given by 

(5) 

where kl and k2 scale v and OJ relative to each other and k3 is a 
constant related to the slope of the cone; and any point on the 
cone surface is given in the form 

(6) 

Therefore, when the teleoperator needs to perform a zero 
motion command, this can be achieved independent of visual 
information by following the geometry of the cone surface to its 
origin. Given that the haptic cone is a virtually rendered haptic 
sllli'ace, and that haptic surfaces are inherently not as precise as 
real-world surfaces, it is not realistic to expect the teleoperator to 
achieve exactly (0.00,0.00, 0.00), (oo,V,Z) position at the origin 
of the cone. As such a dead-zone is introduced in the 00-V plane, 
where anywhere within this region is considered as exactly (0.00, 
0.00), (oo,V) and no velocities are commanded to the robot. Upon 
exiting the dead-zone the commanded velocities are considered as 
zero and increase appropriately in the v and Ol directions. The 
introduced dead-zone is depicted by Figure 7, where Vdz and Oldz 

denote the dead-zone thresholds and rdz the radius of the dead
zone, chosen empirically as 3mm. 

11.. Linear 
rvVelocity, V 
i dz 

Angular 

OOdz ,Yelocity, 00 
+--.....,.......,.--:;;r-=:-""--+·~·····'f'V 

Figure 7. Dead-zone around origin 

3.1 Haptic Cone Configuration and Rendering 
The novelty of the cone approach is that it provides the 

teleoperator with a means to easily locate the origin position 
(0,0,0) corresponding to zero motion. As the conical sUlface 
converges to the point of origin, a continuous downward force 
will inevitably return the haptic point of interaction to the dead
zone at the bottom of the conical sUlface providing a zero motion 
to the robot (0,0,0). When no haptic force augmentation is being 
applied, the teieoperator's manipulation of the haptic probe is 
unconstrained across the conical control surface, meeting the 
requirement that this approach does not impede the implemented 
haptic augmentation. This allows the user to control the motion of 
the mobile robot with an intuitive indication of the current 
commanded motion, whilst not interfering with the force 
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rendering used for intelligent haptic augmentation. The 3D virtual 
haptic cone control surface is defined by equation (5) where k3 
defines the relative slope of the slllt'ace, It is acknowledged that 
different values of k3 will vary the effectiveness of the haptic cone 
control surface in achieving the aims. Figure 8 graphically depicts 
the effects of k3 on the ability of the haptic cone control surface to 
assist the user in returning the robot to a zero motion state three in 
scenarios; k3 =0.5, k3 = I and kJ =2. 

a) kJ = 0.5, b)k,= I, 

Figure 8. 3D Haptic cone cross-sections for various values of k3 

If k3 is too small, (e.g., Fig 8a) then there is little difference to a 
2D control surface and finding the zero velocity command 
position, i.e., the origin of the cone may be difficult, and in 
contrast if k3 is too large, (e.g., Fig 8c) then it may be hard for the 
operator to infer the robot velocity commands they are providing. 
Given the physical limitations of the implemented haptic device, 
the possible geometries of the 3D virtual haptic cone control 
surface are considered with respects to the device's workspace 
restrictions. 

Max usable w-V 
Wor~3paee, em2 

35 

30 

25 

20 

o 10 20 

Largest possible 
workspace 

30 40 50 

Figure 9. Workspace versus k3 given the physical limitations of the 
implemented haptic device 

The Phantom Omni from Sen sable Technologies [15] offers a 
workspace of 160 W x 120 H x 70 D mm. Given the desire to use 
largest possible workspace of the relatively small device, the 
maximum usable (D- V workspace becomes dependant on k3. As 
demonstrated by Figure 9, as kJ increases, the maximum usable 
workspace decreases. Whilst, the slope kJ provides the operator 
with the ability to intuitively control the motion of the mobile 
robot too great a slope will likely prove detrimental to the control 
process. The relationship between the usable (D-V workspace and 
kJ for this particular implementation was investigated through 
experimentation and empirically chosen as kJ = 0,7. As shown by 
Figure 9, for the chosen value of k3, the corresponding (D- V 
workspace is at the largest possible value. This value was 
empirically determined as sufficient for the operator to haptically 

infer the geometry of the haptic cone control surface. In order to 
haptically render the 3D virtnal haptic cone control surface and to 
also render any required haptic augmentation, a suitable 
methodology is required. Figure 10 illustrates how the 3D virtual 
haptic cone control surface is rendered. 

a) Haptic cone rendering through the normal-fa-cone force 

Proportional control for normal-fa-cone force 

Figure 10, Haptic rendering of the cone control force 

Fa is the force vector for rendering the 3D virtual haptic cone 
control surface (Fa is normal to the conic slllface), d is the 
distance of the point in 3D haptic space from the theoretical cone 
surface (along the direction nonnal to the cone surface) and y 
denotes the position in 3-D haptic space. The force vector (Fa) is 
given by conventional proportional control 

(7) 

where K" is the proportional gain, and e(t) is the distance error in 
positioning (normal to the cone surface) at the current time, given 
by 

e(t) = Yeone - YClirrelll 
(8) 

The units of the error e are mm and Kp =0.5N. In a scenario 
where no haptic augmentation is necessary and the teleoperator's 
manipulation of the haptic probe is unopposed across the 3D 
virtual haptic cone control slllface, only Fa needs to be considered, 
and thus the overall haptic force, f is given by f = Fa. However, 
when haptic augmentation is required, both Fa and the haptic 
augmentation Fp need to be considered simultaneously in order to 
provide the teleoperator with the necessary information. The 
haptic augmentation Fp, acts across the conic surface. Depicted 
from above, Figure II demonstrates how Fp provides suggestions 
to the operator regarding the robot's suggested action. It is 
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important to note that as Fp acts across the non-planar cone 
surface it does contain a Fp z component however is not visible 
given the plan view of the diagram. 

k,.V 

F P direction 

- ka.co ka.CO 

Figure 11. Rendering of the haptic augmentation acting along the 
3D conical control surface. 

As such, when Fp is required to haptically augment the 
operator's control across the haptic cone control surface, the 
overall force F is given by 

(9) 

where 

FfJ = FfJ velocity + FfJdirection (10) 

The operator's movement of the haptic probe is constrained to 
the virtually rendered cone surface providing information 
regarding the velocities being commanded to the robot. The haptic 
augmentation then acts along this virtually rendered surface, 
providing the operator with task-relevant information such as the 
presence of obstacles. 

The haptic force rendering is maintained at a rate of 1000Hz. 
The 3D virtual cone control surface has been presented with 
respects to the teleoperation of the OzBot MkIV mobile robot. It 
should be acknowledged, however, that this approach has 
potential applicability to other applications requiring intuitive 
haptic motion control, such as passenger vehicle control, aircraft 
speed control etc. This approach enables the operator to intuitively 
control the motion of the system whilst being able to 
simultaneously receive application-specific haptic augmentation, 
and as such the potential application domains are widespread. 

4 EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION 

The novelty of the 3D virtual cone control approach is the ability 
to provide the operator with intuitive motion control, whilst not 
impeding any required haptic augmentation. In order to validate 
the approach the following experimentation and evaluation was 
deemed necessary. 

As previously discussed, the precursor to the haptic cone 
strategy is the 2-D kinematic mapping presented by [2-3], as 
depicted in Figure 6a. This 2D approach provides a benchmark for 
analysis of the presented 3D cone methodology. The validation of 
this approach is considered with respects to the teleoperation of 
the OzBot MkVI mobile reconnaissance platform. To achieve 

ease of experimentation the virtual OzBot MkVI robot was 
considered, simulated within the Webot's simulation environment 
[13]. Webot's utilises the ODE (Open Dynamic Engine) for the 
simulation's physics and for the purposes of this experimentation 
provided an adequate testing environment. 

Figure 12. OzSot MklV within the virtual environment 

Figure 12 illustrates the OzBot MkVI in the virtual 
environment. The virtual world was modelled as a planar surface 
with four bounding walls. The premise of the presented approach 
is that the operator is provided with limited visual information in 
the robot's operating environment. 

Figure 13. Operators view from the OzSot MklV onboard camera 

As such, the subjects were provided with a view of the remote 
environment only provided by the robot's onboard camera. The 
camera colour camera with a 60° Field of View was mounted 
facing forward. Figure 13 depicts the view provided to the 
subjects during the experimentation. 

The following experiment investigates the ability of the 
presented approach to improve operator performance when 
attempting to stop the motion of the robot. 
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4.1 Experimental Procedure 
Firstly, the operator was instructed to provide a velocity command 
to the OzBot Mk VI mobile platform with a magnitude and 
duration specified by (11-13) as listed below. 

0.75· (MaxV) ::::; V::::; 0.90· (MaxV) (II) 

- 0.20· (MaxV) ::::; lV ~ 0.20· (MaxV) (12) 

for t ~ 3 seconds. (13) 

The operator was provided with a visual indication of the 
magnitudes of the velocities being commanded. Once the 
teleopcrator's motion command satisfied the above conditions, the 
operator is informed visually that the experiment had begun. The 
operator was then required to maintain the velocity command, 
according to (1 1-13) and to wait a random duration, satisfying the 
below constraint (14), at which point they are informed visually 
that they need to achieve a zero motion state (stop the robot) as 
quickly as possible. 

2::::; t::::; 5 sec (14) 

Once the operator achieves the motion state satisfying the 
below constraint, (15), according the dead-zone in Figure 7, for 
the required duration ([6) the teleoperator is informed visually 
that the task is completed. 

( 2 + 2) < 2 OJ V -rdz (15) 

t ~ 1 sec (16) 

The above procedure was completed for both the 20 planar and 
30 Virtual Cone Control approaches to mobile robotic motion 
control. 
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Figure 14. Typical response for 2D kinematic mapping 

As a preliminary presentation of the operator responses to the 
20 planar and 30 virtual cone control approaches to the control of 
the mobile platform the control behaviour of the operator was 
recorded in the aim of obtaining a typical representative 
teleoperator response as presented by Figures 14 & 15. As can be 
observed in Figure 14, the 20 planar control surface is prone to 
overshoot in the 0), v direction as the teleoperator attempts to 

achieve the zero motion state (dead zone region). This overshoot 
in the v direction is indicative of a forward-reverse direction 
change, whereas the overshoot in the (0 direction represents a 
right-left change in steering direction. With respect to the linear 
velocity, the results show that a motion command of v = O. 12m/s 
in the reverse direction was pelformed as the teleoperator 
attempted to achieve a zero motion command, when this was not 
the intention of the operator. In order to achieve a zero motion 
control command to the mobile robot the 20 approach relies 
heavily upon visual information provided to the teleoperator. 
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Figure 15. Typical response utilizing haptic conical control surface 

Utilising the 30 haptic cone methodology a single 
representative teleoperator response is presented above in Figure 
15. While the decreasing velocity commands are similar to that of 
the typical response of the 20 planar approach (Figure 14), it can 
be observed that no overshoot of the desired (0, v occurred. The 
novelty of this approach is that it provides the teleoperator with a 
means to easily locate the origin position (0,0,0) corresponding to 
zero motion. As the conical surface converges to the point of 
origin, a continuous downward force will inevitably return the 
haptic point of interaction to the zero motion state (0,0,0). 

The representative responses presented above illustrate the 
typical pelformance of the approach. In order to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the 30 virtual haptic cone in achieving the stated 
objectives given the subjective nature of the human operator 
further experimentation was performed. The experiment was 
performed with 5 participating subjects, each completing 10 
repetitions of the above-described experiment for both the 20 and 
30 approaches. The 20 planar control surface was utilised as a 
benchmark. The ordering of the 20 vs 30 approaches was 
alternated until the total of 10 repetitions for each method were 
achieved. The 5 subjects were of varying age, gender and 
experience. 

The time taken to achicve the zcro motion command state (lS-
16) and % of Max (0 and V overshoot represent significant 
performance metrics. The results of the experimentation arc 
presented in Figure 16. The average time taken to achieve the zero 
motion command state (15-16), using the 30 virtual haptic cone 
was 2. I seconds, while for the 20 planar approach the average 
time was far greater at 7.1 seconds. It becomes obvious that the 
30 approach is of great benefit in reducing the time taken to 
achieve a zero motion command state. 

Using the 20 approach the Maximum overshoot in the V 
direction was 15.9% of Max V and the Maximum overshoot in the 
direction 13.1% of Max (0. Using the 30 virtual haptic cone the 
Maximum overshoots were significantly lower in the V direction 
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at 5.7% of max V and in the co direction 5.2% of max co. Using 2D 
the planar approach the average % Max overshoot in the V 
direction was 1.84 and in the (0 direction the % Max overshoot 
was 0.29%. Again the 3D approach achieved a performance of an 
average %max overshoot in the V direction of 0.67% and in the (0 

direction the average %max overshoot of -0.56%, indicating that 
on average the operator did not overshoot at all in the co direction. 
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Figure 16. Experimental Results for the 20 vs 3D approach 

It can be observed that for the given experiment the introduced 
3D approach achieved better pelformance than the 2D approach. 
As mentioned earlier the effects of k3' the slope of the cone 
surface will affect the effectiveness of the approach in achieving 
its aims. As such, this needs to be addressed in future work to 
determine a method for the optimal choice of the parameter. 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The paper presents a new approach to the 3D haptic control of a 
remote mobile robot or similar system. The approach offers the 
ability to provide the operator with an intuitive indication of the 
current motion being commanded to the robot whilst not impeding 
haptic augmentation relating to the task at hand. Experimental 
results demonstrate the ability of the approach to improve upon an 
existing technique. 

Future work includes the investigation of more efficient haptic 
rendering algorithms to achieve stiffer rendering of the 3D virtual 
haptic cone and the accompanying task-relevant haptic 
augmentation. The effects of the slope of the cone surface on user 
interpretation and performance also required additional 
information. 
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